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Fluidic soft actuators are enlarging the robotics toolbox by provid-

ing flexible elements that can display highly complex deformations.

While these actuators are adaptable and inherently safe, their actu-

ation speed is typically slow as the influx of fluid is limited by vis-

cous forces. To overcome this limitation and realize soft actuators

capable of rapid movements, we focus on spherical caps that exhibit

isochoric snapping when pressurized under volume-controlled con-

ditions. First, we note that this snap-through instability leads to both

a sudden release of energy and a fast cap displacement. Inspired

by these findings, we investigate the response of actuators that com-

prise such spherical caps as building blocks and observe the same

isochoric snapping mechanism upon inflation. Finally, we demon-

strate that this instability can be exploited to make these actuators

jump even when inflated at a slow rate. As such, our study provides

the foundation for the design of a new class of fluidic soft devices

that can convert a slow input signal into a fast output deformation.
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Inflatable soft actuators have emerged as an ideal platform1

to realize active structures capable of safe interactions with2

unstructured environments (1–3). Their compliance and abil-3

ity to achieve complex deformations has enabled the design of4

flexible machines for a wide spectrum of applications (4), rang-5

ing from minimally invasive surgical tools (5) and exoskeletons6

(6) to warehouse grippers (7) and add-ons for video games (8).7

However, existing fluidic soft actuators are typically slow, since8

a significant amount of fluid has to be supplied for their opera-9

tion, the influx of which is restricted by viscous forces in tubes10

and valves. To overcome this limitation, it has been shown11

that fast actuation can be achieved either by modifying the12

geometry to reduce the amount of fluid needed for inflation (9)13

or by using chemical reactions to generate explosive bursts of14

pressure (10). Alternatively, snapping instabilities can also15

provide a powerful nonlinear mechanism that decouples the16

slow input signal from the output deformation and triggers17

rapid events (11–15).18

Inspired by recent progress using snapping instabilities to19

increase the speed of actuation (11, 16), we investigate the20

snapping of spherical caps as a mechanism to realize fluidic21

soft actuators capable of rapid movements. We first show that22

the snapping of elastomeric spherical caps upon pressurization23

results in a sudden release of energy, the amount of which24

can be controlled by tuning the caps’ geometry, material25

stiffness, and boundary conditions at the edges. We then26

realize fluidic soft actuators by combining two spherical caps27

(see Fig. 1A) and find that the energy released upon snapping28

of the inner cap leads to a rapid inversion of its pole that29

ultimately enables jumping. Finally, we identify geometric and30

material parameters that result in significant energy release31

and jump height, providing a rich design domain for fluidic32

soft actuators capable of extremely fast movements regardless33

of inflation rate.34
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Fig. 1. Snapping of spherical caps for fast fluidic soft robots. A. Our soft fluidic

actuators comprise two spherical caps connected at their base. Upon inflation the

inner cap snaps and enables our simple device to take off. B. The pressure-volume

curve, normalized by initial shear modulus µ and radius R, of a given pressurized

spherical cap is characterized by a limit point when inflating under volume-controlled

conditions. This volume limit point causes an isochoric snapping instability, which

leads to a sudden release of energy, ∆E (highlighted in green), and the inversion

of the inner cap (which we characterize by quantifying the distance travelled be the

cap’s pole, ∆ypole). C. Comparison between the pressure-volume curves of thin

(solid green line) and thick spherical caps with both clamped (dotted green line) and

roller (dashed green line) boundary conditions. Note that the normalized radius η is

defined as the ratio of cap radius over cap thickness (i.e. η = R/t).
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Results35

Snapping of spherical caps as a platform for fast fluidic soft36

robots. To create fast inflatable soft actuators, we start by37

conducting Finite Element (FE) analyses to investigate the38

response upon pressurization of elastomeric spherical caps with39

radius, R, thickness, t, and polar angle, θ (see Fig. 1B). In our40

simulations (which are conducted using the commercial pack-41

age ABAQUS 2018/Standard), we assume the deformation to42

be axisymmetric, discretize the models with 4-node bilinear43

axisymmetric solid elements, and use an incompressible Gent44

material model with initial shear modulus, µ (17). We pressur-45

ize the caps by supplying incompressible fluid to a cavity above46

them (highlighted in gray in the inset in Fig. 1B) and simulate47

the quasi-static pressure-volume curve via the modified Riks48

algorithm (18, 19). In Fig. 1B, we consider a thin cap with49

polar angle θ = 60◦, normalized radius η = R/t = 30, and50

clamped boundary conditions at the base. We find that the51

pressure-volume curve of this cap is qualitatively identical to52

those recently reported for pressurized spherical shells (20–22)53

and is characterized by a limit point when inflating under54

volume-controlled conditions (indicated by a black circular55

marker in Fig. 1B). This volume limit causes an instability56

leading the system to snap to a point of lower pressure (white57

circular marker in Fig. 1B). This occurs while conserving58

the volume in the cavity and results in a partial inversion of59

the cap, which we characterize by quantifying the distance60

traveled by the pole during the instability, ∆ypole (see insets61

in Fig. 1B). Further, we note that the isochoric snapping of62

the cap is accompanied by a sudden release of energy, ∆E,63

that graphically corresponds to the green highlighted area in64

Fig. 1B and can be obtained as65

∆E =

∫
Γ

p d∆V, [1]66

where Γ is the equilibrium path that connects the limit67

point in volume and the corresponding isochoric point on the68

lower branch (highlighted by a dashed black line in Fig. 1B).69

For the considered cap, we find ∆E = 1.50 × 10−5µR3 and70

∆ypole = 1.31 × 10−1R.71

Next, to investigate the effect of geometry on ∆E and72

∆ypole, we compare the response of the thin spherical cap to73

that of a thicker one with η = 8.5 and both with clamped and74

roller boundary conditions at the base. The results reported75

in Fig. 1C indicate that the boundary conditions play a ma-76

jor role on the snapping behavior. The clamped thick cap is77

characterized by a very large maximum pressure, but a very78

small energy release and pole displacement upon snapping79

(∆E = 4.78 × 10−6µR3 and ∆ypole = 6.30 × 10−2R). On80

the other hand, roller boundary conditions lower the max-81

imum pressure, but lead to a much higher energy re-82

lease and pole displacement (∆E = 8.00 × 10−4µR3 and83

∆ypole = 2.67 × 10−1R). As a result, our simulations indicate84

not only that isochoric snapping of spherical caps provides85

opportunities to realize systems capable of suddenly releas-86

ing a significant amount of energy through their inversion,87

but also that by tuning geometry and boundary conditions88

we can control and maximize the response of these systems.89

Inflatable soft actuators inspired by shell snapping. Having 90

demonstrated numerically that snapping of a spherical cap 91

results in a sudden energy release and pole displacement, we 92

now investigate the mechanical response of fully soft actuators 93

comprising two spherical caps connected at their base to form 94

a cavity that we inflate with an incompressible fluid (see Fig. 95

1A). We begin by considering three actuators with inner caps 96

identical to those introduced in Fig. 1C (with Ri = 30 mm) 97

with outer caps characterized by θo = 90◦ and ηo = 16.5 (note 98

that here and in the following the subscripts o and i are used 99

to indicate properties of the outer and inner caps, respectively). 100

Specifically, Design A has a thin inner cap with θi = 60◦ and 101

ηi = 30, while Designs B and C have a thick cap with θi = 60◦
102

and ηi = 8.5. Further, while we assume that both caps of 103

Designs A and B are made of the same elastomeric material 104

(i.e. µi/µo = 1), for Design C we consider an outer cap made 105

of a softer rubber, resulting in µi/µo = 5.8. The numerically 106

obtained pressure-volume curves for the three actuators (shown 107

in Fig. 2A as blue lines) share many features with those 108

reported in Fig. 1C for the individual pressurized caps and are 109

all characterized by a limit point near to the maximum pressure 110

when considering volume-controlled conditions. As such, our 111

actuators also exhibit isochoric snapping upon inflation and 112

this again results in a sudden release of elastic energy and 113

the inversion of the inner cap. By comparing the responses 114

of the three actuators, we find that Design C exhibits the 115

largest energy release and displacement of the inner cap’s 116

pole (∆E = 0.875 mJ, 5.67 mJ, and 31.4 mJ for Designs A, B 117

and C, respectively, whereas ∆ypole = 7.68 mm, 7.55 mm, and 118

20.89 mm for Designs A, B, and C, respectively). These results 119

agree with the trends observed for the individual pressurized 120

caps (see Fig. 1C), as both ∆E and ∆ypole increase for thicker 121

caps that are allowed to rotate at their base (note that in our 122

actuators such boundary conditions are not directly controlled, 123

but rather determined by the outer cap – see Fig. S13). 124

Furthermore, the results highlight the important role of the 125

outer caps and indicate that both ∆E and ∆ypole can be 126

enhanced by increasing their compliance. This is because 127

compliant outer caps can sustain more deformation prior to 128

snapping (see insets in Fig. 2A) and, therefore, enable the 129

actuator to store more elastic energy that can be potentially 130

released upon instability. 131

Next, to experimentally validate our analyses, we fabri- 132

cate the three actuators using molds and inflate them with 133

water while submerged in water to eliminate the effects of 134

gravity (see Supplementary Materials for details). In this 135

experimental analysis, all caps are fabricated out of Zhermack 136

Elite Double 32 (with green color and initial shear modulus 137

µ = 0.35 MPa), except for the outer cap of Design C where 138

we use Zhermack Elite Double 8 (with purple color and initial 139

shear modulus µ = 0.06 MPa). Note that these values are 140

obtained by minimizing the error between experiments and 141

simulations for Design C and are within the range previously 142

reported in the literature (21, 23–25). In Fig. 2A, we com- 143

pare the numerical (blue lines) and experimental (red lines) 144

pressure-volume curves for the three actuators, while in Fig. 145

2B we display snapshots that are taken during the tests. We 146

find good agreement between simulations and experiments, 147

with pressure measurements that show a sudden drop near 148

the numerically predicted limit point. The small discrepan- 149

cies between experiments and simulations can be attributed 150

2 | Gorissen et al.
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Fig. 3. Mechanical response of the inner and outer caps upon inflation. (A)-(B) Evolution of the inner cap’s normalized (A) energy release, ∆Ei/(µiR3

i ), and (B) pole

displacement, ∆ypole/Ri, upon snapping as a function of the normalized radius, ηi, and the polar angle, θi. C. Evolution of the outer cap’s normalized stored energy at

p/µo = 0.5, Eo/(µoR3

o), as a function of the normalized radius, ηo, and the polar angle, θo.

to unavoidable imperfections introduced during fabrication,151

visco-elasticity of the rubber, and slight asymmetric buckling152

of the inner cap. Furthermore, in all of our tests, as observed153

in the simulations, snapping is also accompanied by the sudden154

inversion of the inner cap. While ∆ypole for Design A is such155

that the inner cap’s pole remains above the base plane of the156

actuator upon snapping, for Designs B and C the large value157

of ∆ypole allows for their inner cap’s pole to cross it (see Fig.158

2B).159

Motivated by these results, we investigate how snapping160

can be exploited to enhance the functionality of our simple161

robots and make them jump even when inflated at a slow162

rate. To this end, we position our actuators on a flat surface163

and slowly inflate them with air (see Supplementary Materials164

for details). The snapshots reported in Fig. 2C reveal that,165

despite the slow rate of inflation (10 mL/min with a syringe166

pump), the isochoric snapping makes Design C jump and167

reach a maximum height of yjump = 42.9 mm. On the other168

hand, even though the inner cap of Designs A and B snaps169

upon inflation, their ∆E and ∆ypole are not large enough to170

enable them to take off. Although this last set of test was171

conducted using a compressible fluid (air), the effect of fluid172

compressibility on the response of the system energy release is173

negligible and only leads to a slight increase of volume during174

snap-through (see Fig. 2A and Supplementary Materials for175

details). As such, the experiments and analyses conducted176

using an incompressible fluid can be also used to understand177

and improve the performance of our air-inflated jumpers.178

Improving the actuators’ response. Thus far we have shown179

that the geometry and material properties of the caps strongly180

affect the snapping behavior and that by tuning ∆E and ∆ypole181

we can harness the instability to make our actuators jump.182

Motivated by these findings, we proceed by systematically183

exploring the parameter space to identify designs that can184

jump higher than Design C. Fig. 2C indicates that jumping185

requires large enough ∆E and ∆ypole and Fig. 2A that ∆E186

and ∆ypole can be enhanced by combining an inner cap that187

releases a large amount of energy upon snapping with an outer188

cap that stores a large amount of energy prior to snapping.189

Therefore, we start by considering the two caps separately and190

use axisymmetric FE analyses to investigate their behavior191

for a wide range of geometric parameters (i.e.40◦
≤ θi ≤ 80◦,192

5 ≤ ηi ≤ 12.5, 40◦
≤ θo ≤ 90◦, 5 ≤ ηo ≤ 20).193

Focusing on the inner cap, we find that by varying θi and ηi194

its response undergoes several transitions (see Fig. 3A-B). For195

low values of θi and ηi (i.e. for thick and shallow caps), the 196

inner cap does not exhibit isochoric snapping (see light gray 197

region in Fig. 3A-B). By increasing θi at constant ηi, snapping 198

is eventually triggered upon inflation. Within this domain 199

both the energy released by the inner cap, ∆Ei, and its pole 200

displacement, ∆ypole, increase monotonically as a function 201

of θi, suggesting that the response of our actuators can be 202

enhanced by considering deep and sufficiently thick inner caps. 203

Finally, for high values of θi and ηi (i.e. for thin and deep 204

caps) the pressure-volume curves become self-crossing (see 205

dark gray region in Fig. 3A-B), which is an indication of the 206

existence of a more favorable asymmetric deformation path 207

with low ∆Ei and ∆ypole (see Fig. S16). 208

Next, we turn our attention to the outer cap and find that 209

its response is less rich and resembles that of an inflated thin 210

spherical balloon (26, 27). Since the outer cap in our actuators 211

acts as an energy reservoir, in Fig. 3C, we report the evolution 212

of the stored energy in the outer cap, Eo, at a normalized 213

pressure of p/µo = 0.5, as a function of the polar angle θo 214

and the normalized radius ηo. The results indicate that Eo 215

increases monotonically with θo (almost irrespective of ηo), 216

therefore suggesting that the response of our actuators can be 217

enhanced by focusing on deep outer caps. 218

While the results of Fig. 3 enable us to identify promising 219

regions of the design space (i.e. inner caps with θi ≥ 70◦
220

and ηi ≤ 8 and outer ones with θo ≥ 76◦), they cannot 221

be directly used to realize the best possible jumper as they 222

neglect the coupling between the two caps. Therefore, as 223

next step, we use axisymmetric FE analyses to simulate the 224

response of 4800 actuators constructed by combining inner and 225

outer caps within the identified promising regions (highlighted 226

by black contours in Fig. 3). In Fig. 4A, we report ∆E 227

and ∆ypole for all simulated actuators with both µi/µo = 1 228

(green markers) and 5.8 (purple markers). Four key features 229

emerge from the plot. First, by comparing the results with 230

those obtained for the three actuators considered in Fig. 2 231

(indicated by square markers in Fig. 4A) we find that both 232

∆E and ∆ypole can be greatly increased when the geometry 233

is properly tuned. Second, the results show that, on one hand, 234

there is a strong correlation between ∆E and ∆ypole and, on 235

the other hand, there is a disconnection between them and 236

the drop in pressure associated with the snapping instability. 237

Specifically, by inspecting the pressure-volume curves for the 238

actuators (shown as insets in Fig. 4A) we find that for the 239

designs with large ∆E and ∆ypole the drop in pressure is 240

small, while the area enclosed by the pressure-volume curve 241

4 | Gorissen et al.
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between the limit point and the corresponding isochoric point242

on the lower branch is large. Third, the results confirm the243

importance of a flexible outer cap as both ∆E and ∆ypole are244

significantly larger for the actuators with µi/µo = 5.8. Fourth,245

we find that the inner cap plays a crucial role and that by246

choosing θi = 80◦ to optimize its response we significantly247

improve the performance of the actuators (see black contour248

markers in Fig. 4A). At the same time, however, the results249

also highlight that for actuators with µi/µo = 5.8 the outer250

cap geometry is important, as some design choices lead to251

noticeably lower ∆E and ∆ypole.252

Our quasi-static FE simulations allow us to efficiently ex-253

plore the design space and calculate ∆E and ∆ypole for a large254

number of designs. However, since they do not account for255

dynamic effects, they cannot be used to directly characterize256

the ability of the actuators to jump. To overcome this limita-257

tion, we establish a simple mass-spring model that takes the258

FE results of Fig. 4A as input and predicts the jump height,259

yjump. This reduced order model comprises two concentrated260

masses, mi and mo, connected by a spring with stiffness ks 261

and rest length L0 (Fig. 4B). We choose mi and mo to be 262

equal to the mass of the inner and outer cap, respectively, and 263

to be located at their corresponding poles. We then focus on 264

the numerically predicted configurations immediately before 265

and after snapping and assume that the mechanical system 266

stores an amount of energy equal to ∆E in the former and 267

is stress-free in the latter. It follows that L0 is equal to the 268

distance between the poles immediately before snapping and 269

that (see Fig. 4B) 270

ks =
2∆E

(∆ypole)2
. [2] 271

Finally, we consider the spring to be initially pre-compressed 272

by ∆ypole and mi to be positioned at a distance himp from the 273

ground (himp being the numerically predicted distance of the 274

inner cap’s pole from the ground immediately before snapping). 275

At time t = 0, we release the system and analytically determine 276

the position of the two masses, yi(t) and yo(t), as a function 277

of time while accounting for contact with a rigid surface. 278

To verify the validity of our simplified mass- 279

spring model, we first focus on three designs with 280

(ηi, θi, ηo, θo, µi/µo)= (8.5, 60◦, 16.5, 90◦, 5.8) (Design C), 281

(5.4, 80◦, 15.3, 87◦, 5.8), and (5.8, 80◦, 10.5, 85◦, 5.8) and 282

compare the experimentally measured jump heights 283

(hjump = 42.9 mm, 160 mm, and 209 mm, respectively) to 284

the predicted ones. When choosing a coefficient of restitution 285

α = 0.5 and approximating the effect of dissipation with 286

a linear dashpot with damping coefficient cd = 0.4 kg/s, 287

we find excellent agreement between the two sets of data, 288

with the model predicting yjump = max (yi(t)) = 41.4 mm, 289

175 mm, and 226 mm (see Supplementary Materials for 290

details). As such, these results indicate that our simple 291

mass-spring model, despite the fact that it cannot capture 292

the complex dynamic behavior typical of shells (14, 28, 29), 293

can accurately predict the jump height of our soft jumpers. 294

Having confirmed the validity of our model, we then use it 295

to calculate yjump for all the 4800 actuators considered in 296

Fig. 4A. The results reported in Fig. 4C clearly indicate 297
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Fig. 5. Actuator with highest jump height. A. Numerical (blue line) and experimen-

tal (red line) pressure-volume for the actuator with normalized radii, polar angles, and

ratio of shear moduli (ηi, θi, ηo, θo, µi/µo)=(6.2, 80◦, 12.1, 82◦, 5.8) and inner

cap radius Ri= 30 mm. B Experimental snapshots of the actuator upon inflation with

air.
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that a high jump requires both ∆E and ∆ypole to be large.298

Specifically, we find that the jump height is highest for an299

actuator with (ηi, θi, ηo, θo, µi/µo)= (6.2, 80◦, 12.1, 82◦, 5.8)300

for which ∆E=324 mJ and ∆ypole=31.7 mm. For such an301

actuator, our model predicts yjump = 275 mm, a jump height302

that is one order of magnitude larger than that previously303

recorded for Design C. Remarkably, our experimental results304

fully confirm the numerical predictions for this design for305

both the pressure-volume curve (see Fig. 5A) and the jump306

height yjump = 283 mm (see Fig. 5B), further reinforcing the307

validity and efficiency of our numerical scheme to identify308

actuators with improved performance.309

Conclusion310

In summary, we have introduced a new family of inflatable soft311

actuators that harness isochoric snapping to move rapidly and312

even jump when inflated slowly. This remarkable behavior is313

encoded in their pressure-volume relationship, which exhibits314

two limit points in volume. While fluidic actuators are typically315

characterized by a monotonic pressure-volume curve (9, 30),316

it has been recently shown that limit points in pressure can be317

exploited to enhance their functionality and enable sequencing318

(31–33). Here, we show that by introducing limit points in319

volume we can realize soft robots capable of suddenly releasing320

a given amount of energy. Since the instability occurs at321

constant volume and does not involve transfer of fluid, the322

release of energy is extremely fast and enables us to convert the323

slow input signal into exceptionally rapid events such as jumps.324

Finally, our actuators can be simply reset and brought back to325

the initial configuration through vacuum and, therefore, can326

take off repetitively (see Movie S6).327

Although in this study we have demonstrated the concept328

for spherical caps at the centimeter-scale, our approach can be329

extended to any shape and does not depend on size. Remark-330

ably, since both ∆E and the gravitational potential energy331

are proportional to the mass, the jump height is independent332

of size (34). As such, we expect the relative jump, yjump/Ri,333

to monotonically increase as the actuators are scaled down.334

On the other hand, on-board actuation and control may be335

embedded in larger jumpers (as the mass of these additional336

elements become negligible compared to that of the actuators)337

and open up the way to real-world applications requiring un-338

tethered soft robots (35, 36). Finally, while in this study we339

have focused on the response of spherical caps under inflation,340

similar highly non-linear behavior (i.e. force-displacement341

curves characterized by limit points in displacement) has been342

reported for the indentation of shallow arches (37) and shells343

with curved creases (38). Since structural elements with limit344

points in force have already been used to realize mechanical345

metamaterials with novel properties (39–43), we believe that346

by integrating these new building blocks into their design we347

can further expand their modes of functionality.348

Materials and Methods349

Details of the design, materials, and fabrication methods are sum-350

marized in Supplementary Materials, Sections S1 and S2. The351

experimental procedures, including the inflation with water to mea-352

sure the pressure-volume curve and the inflation with air to measure353

jump height are described in Supplementary Materials, Section S3.354

FEA procedures and jumper mass-spring model are detailed in Sup-355

plementary Materials, Sections S4 and S5. Validation of the FEA356

model and jumper mass-spring model is reported in Supplementary 357

Materials S6. 358
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